MCA Learning Platform
Presentations 2009-2019
Kelly O'Donnell, PsyD and Michèle Lewis O'Donnell, PsyD

All we are saying... is give peace a chance.
is make peace, probity, and good practice a priority—for us all.

Four overlapping areas of training (and consulting-writing):
GI, GIn, GMH/mhM, MC/GMC
Audio Video TBA

2019
GIn—Into Integrity: Seven Podcasts-Blog Posts (June 2019). The purpose of the Into Integrity FAST is to call attention to—and confront—the lack of disclosures by specific organizations/leaders/people affected by the international Nordic Capital Investment KB fraud (NCI) as well as the related dismissals.

GIn—Global Integrity: Resources for the In Pursuit of Integrity Conference—handout (24 June 2019)
Global Integrity and Anti-Corruption Network, Lausanne and WEA, Manila, The Philippines

mhM—The Trauma Pandemic: A Global Lens for Global Action (17 June 2019)
Crisis and Trauma Course, Western Seminary, USA
Full version of power point HERE (without audio)
MC—Doing Member Care Well: Historical Perspectives and Future Directions (2 May 2019)
Asia Member Care Conference, Malaysia

GMH—Wellbeing for All: Ten Areas of Engagement for RSP-GMH (11 April 2019)
Rosemead School of Psychology, Biola University, USA

mhM—The Trauma Pandemic: A Global Lens for Global Action (6 April 2019)
International Trauma Collaborative, Multnomah University, USA. Handouts

mhM—Partnering as Faith-Based People and Organizations (6 April 2019)
International Trauma Collaborative, Multnomah University USA

GMH—Transforming Our World: MHPs and SDGs (21 March 2019)
Christian Association for Psychological Studies Conference, USA. Handouts

2018

mhM—Wellbeing for All: Global Mental Health and the Church-Mission Community (29 November 2019)
GMH and Trauma Network, Lausanne Movement. Watch the webinar HERE

GI—Humanity Care: Sustainable Development and the Church-Mission Community (27 November 2018)
Gordon-Conwell Seminary, USA

GIn—Integrity and Moral Health for a More Whole World (7 November 2018)
Health for Peace: Contributions from Peace Psychology
Geneva Peace Week, United Nations

GI—Global Integration and Global Integrity: Applications for Christians in Leadership (17 May 2018)
Global Christianity, Leadership, and Development course, Gordon-Conwell Seminary, USA

International Psychology and Peace Conference, Kroc Institute and APA Division 48, University of Notre Dame, USA. Handouts (no power point)

2017

GMH—Global Integration—Global Integrity: Applications for Mental Health Professionals (23 March 2017)
Graduate Department of Clinical Psychology, course, George Fox University, USA

GIn—Integrity for Managers (discussion of two short articles) (10 August 2017)
Graduate and Professional Programs, course, St. Mary’s University, USA. Handouts (no power point)

2016

GIn—Living in Integrity as Global Citizens (10 December 2016)
Trio Gathering, Geneva. See also: Global Integrity: Moral Wholeness for a Whole World (25 weblog entries 2016) CORE Member Care: Reflections, Research, and Resources for Good Practice

GMC—GMC: Serving Jesus Christ in the Missio Dei (27 May 2016)
Korea
GMH—Sustainable Global Mental Health Development (5 October 2016)
World Mental Health Day Event, World Council of Churches/Ecumenical Centre, Geneva

MC—Doing Member Care Well: Past, Present, and Future Perspectives (September 2016)
Middle East Member Care Consultation

GMH—Global Integration: Connecting and Contributing as Faith-Based MHPs (31 March 2016)
Spiritual and Religious Issues in Professional Psychology course, George Fox University, USA

GIn—Loving Truth and Peace: MHPs and Corruption in the Church-Mission Community (11 March 2016)
Poster session, Christian Association for Psychological Studies Conference, USA

GMH—Global Integration: Stories and Strategies for your MHP Journey (8 March 2016)
Psi Chi, Biola University, USA

GI—Global Integration: Reflections on Our GI Journey as MHPs (8 March 2016)
Rosemead School of Psychology chapel, Biola University, USA

GMH—Global Mental Health: Working in the Towers, Trenches, and All In Between (8 March 2016)
Biola University, USA

2015
GI—GI: Common Ground—Common Good—Perspectives on UN, CS, FB Sectors (15 December 2015)
NGOs and development course, Gordon Conwell Seminary, USA

GMH—GMH: Tracking and Trekking Across Sectors (26 June 2015)
Center for Multicultural and Global Mental Health, William James College, USA

GIn—Global LTP: Lessons from our Journey with Jesus (29 March 2015)
Event/location

GI—Global Integration: Lessons from Our Journey—GMC, GMH, SD (14 January 2015)
Global Christianity and World Evangelization Course, Gordon Conwell Seminary, USA

2014
GIn—Loving Truth and Peace: Living with Resilience and Relevance (December 2014)
School of Ministry, Calvary Chapel Southeastern Connecticut, USA

GMH—Global Integration Webinar 3: Global Mental Health—Historical Reflections and Trauma (12 December 2014) Interview with Dr. Richard Mollica, Harvard University, USA (audio not available) Slides from Dr. Mollica
GMH—Global Integration Webinar 2: Evidence-Based Interventions in Low and Middle Income Countries (21 November 2014) Interview with Dr. Paul Bolton, Johns Hopkins University, USA (audio not available) 
Slides from Dr. Bolton

GMC—Global Integration Webinar 1: Crossing Sectors in Global Member Care (14 November 2014) 
Dr. Kelly O’Donnell and Dr. Michèle O’Donnell, Member Care Associates, Geneva (audio not available)

GI—Global Integration: Charting Your Course (12 November 2014) 
Center for International Studies and the Liberal Arts (CISLA), Connecticut College, USA

GMH—GMH: Staying Updated—Crossing Sectors, (6 May 2014) 
Spring Conversation Series, O’Neill Institute, Georgetown University, USA

GMH—GMH and NGOs: Working Together Well! (7 March 2014) 
HimalPartner GMH Seminar, Oslo, Norway

GMH—GMH: Overview and Opportunities for MHPs (March 2014) 
Psychological Consultation course, George Fox University, USA. Handouts

GMH—Global Integration: Opportunities for Consulting Psychologists and MHPs (March 2014) 
This power point and handouts overview our work as consulting psychologists in global integration, developed to be used in (a variety of class/course settings (2014): Power point (30 slides); Handout (three pages); and 2016 handouts update.

2013
GMH—The Context for Evidence-Based Practice (October 2013) 
GMH: Evidence-Based Practice in Low Resource Countries, training day, Johns Hopkins et al. Geneva

GMH—GMH: A Resource Map for Connecting and Contributing (7 August 2013) 
Nordic WHO Simulation Conference, Copenhagen, Denmark. Handouts

GI—Loving Truth and Peace: A Case Study in Family Resilience—Mission/Aid Corruption (June 2013) 
Overseas Mission Study Center, USA

GI—Global Integration: Charting Your Course in the Service of Humanity (12 April 2013) 
Rosemead School of Psychology, Biola University, USA

GI—Global Integration Workshop: Charting Your Course in the Service of Humanity (6 April 2013) 
Christian Association for Psychological Studies, USA (post-conference workshop). Handouts

GMC—Global Member Care: Supporting Mission/Aid Workers and Senders (April 2013) 
Christian Association for Psychological Studies Conference, USA

GMC—Current Practices and Hot Topics in Supporting Humanitarian and Mission Workers (April 2013) 
Christian Association for Psychological Studies Conference, USA. Handouts

GMC—Global Member Care Overview (Date?) 
CAPS?
Global Health—Towards the Right to Health via a Framework Convention for Global Health (28 May 2013)
Side event presented on behalf of the O’Neill Institute, Georgetown School of Law at the 23rd Human Rights Council and the 66t World Health Assembly, UN Geneva. Handouts

GMH—GMH Context for Trauma
Alleviating the Global Burden of Trauma Conference, EMDR, WHO? NGO Forum?
GMH—Liberty University and Regent University (dates?)

2012
GMH—Consultation and Overview—WHO Mental Health Action Plan (9 October 2012)
ngo Forum for Health, WCC/Ecumenical Center, Geneva

GMC—GMC: Developing Resilience and Relevance for Christian Workers (18-20 April 2012)
MUT National Mission Consultation, Bangalore, India. Handouts

GMC—Historical Highlights for Supporting Humanitarian Staff (March 2012)
Supporting Humanitarian Workers: Lessons from Research and Practice-NGO Forum for Health, Geneva

2011
MC—Member Care Overview (Date)
Families in Global Transition Conference, USA

MC—Resilient People in Difficult Places: Providing MC for Mission/Aid Workers Date ?)
Christian Association for Psychological Studies, USA
Audio: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1byHB9f49r5Z0r_h7feLs49ehnBh007Mf/view?usp=drive_web

GMH—Global Mental Health: A Resource Map for Connecting and Contributing (November 2011)
World Mental Health Congress, RSA

GMH—Integrating Mental Health and NCDs (October 2011)
Contributions for Action on NCDs and Global Health, NGO Forum for Health, Geneva

2010
MC—Organizational Perspectives-Member Care, UNHCR Case Study, Future Directions (19 June 2010)
Member Caravan Conference, Fuller School of Psychology, USA. Handouts (no power point)

MC—Team Resiliency (2010)
This five lesson course includes short audio lectures with notes, handouts, and a core article.
Course Syllabus and Suggested Readings
Lesson 1: Introduction and Team Characteristics
Lesson 2. Team Health and Dysfunction
Lesson 3. Team Leaders and Member Care
Lesson 4. Team Building and Managing Conflict
Lesson 5: Pulling It All Together

mhM—Healing the Wounds of Trauma (Date)
Bawtry Hall, United Kingdom (co-trainer in five day course)
GI—God in the Global Office: Practicing Psychology in Mission/Aid (24 February 2009)
Rosemead School of Psychology, Biola University, USA. Handouts

MC—The Peals and Perils: Practicing Psychology in Mission/Aid (19-20 February 2009)
Symposium on the Integration of Psychology and Theology, Fuller School of Psychology, USA
Overview of the Three Lectures
Staying Healthy in Difficult Places: MC in Mission/Aid Settings
Promoting Health and Managing Dysfunction in Mission/Aid Settings
Ethics and Human Rights in MC: Developing Guidelines for Good Practice
Audios for the Symposium: Introduction, Lectures, and Responses
Note: Much of the content was developed further and published in Global Member Care (Volume One): The Pearls and Perils of Good Practice (2011)

Notes:
GI—Trio Gatherings (November 2013-December 2016—more to come hopefully)
Sixteen events primarily in the Geneva area. Trio Gatherings provide a relaxed, informal space where colleagues can interact on important topics for mutual learning and mutual support. The gatherings are part of our commitment to encourage “global integration”—connecting relationally and contributing relevantly on behalf of the major issues facing humanity and in light of our core values and integrity.

MC—Renaissance Forum (dates)
Topics as co-organizer/facilitator/presenter.

1990-1992

MC
--Enabling the Mis Consultation 2 (1992), USCWM, USA (two presentations)
--Enabling the Mis Consultation 1 (1990) USCWM, USA
--Retreats, psychology graduate students (1990, 1992) Passionist Retreat House Sierra Madre, CA USA